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Stop Wasting  
Time on  
Meeting Set Ups
 
Inefficient meetings cost businesses valuable  
time and resources. Studies show employees spend  
an average of 1 hour and 9 minutes per meeting on  
logistics alone, including scheduling and room booking.*

Additionally, 40% of employees waste up to 30 minutes  
searching for available rooms. These inefficiencies contribute to  
meeting fatigue and overload, with employees attending an average 
of 8 meetings per week.**

* HubSpot study “Meeting Management: How much time do you waste?” (2016) 
** Owl Labs Survey “Time Spent In Meetings Statistics: Market Report & Data” (2023)

Don’t Let Anyone’s  
Ideas go Unnoticed
Here’s a fact that might shock you: A Harvard Business Review study  
found that only 35% of employees surveyed felt consistently comfortable 
contributing in meetings. In meetings of 10 people, only three to four people 
feel empowered to contribute—leaving six or seven unique perspectives  
unheard. That should be a concern for any team leader. 

One way to counter this problem is with inclusive meetings. These aren’t  
just about meeting diversity quotas, but about fostering an environment  
where everyone feels empowered to speak up, share, collaborate, and make  
a meaningful impact. By embracing inclusivity, your meetings can become 
more productive, creative and ultimately lead to better decision-making, 
problem-solving and employee satisfaction.
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Deliver Better  
Meeting Experiences
Inefficient meetings waste time, hinder inclusion, and limit your team’s 
potential. Complex AV setups in traditional meeting rooms can also be a 
budget nightmare. ViewSonic TeamJoin offers a cost-effective solution for 
businesses of all sizes. It delivers a secure and consistent meeting experience 
that’s easy to set up, saving you time and money.

With options including a computing engine, touch console and 4K video bar 
system, TeamJoin™, ViewSonic’s Microsoft Teams Rooms certified solutions 
can help eliminate wasted time and streamline meetings. Intuitive controls let 
users start meetings instantly, while integration with productivity tools such 
as Microsoft 365 helps to simplify workflow. Plus, clear visuals and sound help 
to foster inclusivity and equity by enabling everyone in a meeting to be seen, 
heard and understood.

Instant Collaboration  
in Any Meeting Space
 
Once you commit to making your meetings more diverse and inclusive, you 
may need to invest in some new technology to optimize your time together. 

Start your meetings with a single touch thanks to ViewSonic® TeamJoin™ 
solutions for Microsoft Teams Rooms. Designed to deliver instant and  
intuitive collaboration without a complicated setup process, our Microsoft 
Teams Rooms certified solutions help to enhance communication,  
foster collaboration, and promote inclusivity among your  
diverse teams, regardless of their locations.

Our conference room solutions are all integrated  
with Microsoft Teams to provide optimized setup,  
enhanced security, crisp audio and crystal-clear  
video performance. Our TeamJoin™ portfolio  
offers a complete, one-stop solution that  
can easily scale based on your needs  
and meeting space size.

https://hbr.org/2016/04/run-meetings-that-are-fair-to-introverts-women-and-remote-workers
https://www.viewsonic.com/library/business/4-tips-on-diverse-equitable-inclusive-meeting-spaces/
https://www.viewsonic.com/us/mrc1010-tn.html
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ViewSonic® TeamJoin TRS10-UB for Microsoft Teams Rooms

Ideal for enterprises looking to completely upgrade and transform their meeting spaces, this 
solution includes everything needed for a comprehensive Microsoft Teams Rooms experience:

Computing Engine (MPC310-W31-TU)

•  12th Gen Intel Core™ Processor and TPM 2.0 ensures  
a stable and secure meeting environment

•  Delivers additional security features such as Intel® Threat 
Detection Technology, Control-Flow Enforcement and more

 
Touch Console (MRC1010-TN)

• 10.1” Full HD touch display

• Easy-to-use Microsoft Teams interface

•  Effortlessly initiate, join or manage meetings with 
a single touch

 
4K Video Bar System (UMB202)

• Ultra HD 4K camera sensor for advanced image processing

•  Intelligent auto-framing and Direction-Of-Arrival (DOA)  
voice tracking technology

• 6-mic array beamforming soundbar with 11W speaker

ViewSonic® TeamJoin TRS10 for Microsoft Teams Rooms
For those in need of a basic Microsoft Teams Rooms experience, the TeamJoin TRS10 solution is 
an even more budget-friendly alternative. It includes a Computing Engine (MPC310-W31-TU) and 
Touch Console (MRC1010-TN), but it DOES NOT include a 4K video bar system.

INCLUDED ITEMS TeamJoin 
TRS10

TeamJoin
TRS10-UB

Computing Engine 4 4

Touch Console 4 4

4K Video Bar System 4

Depending on your needs, we offer two separate bundled solutions:
What’s more, you can combine the above  
solutions with any ViewSonic® ViewBoard® 
interactive display, commercial display or projector. 
With a variety of screen sizes to choose from, 
you can build your ideal Microsoft Teams Rooms 
meeting space—no matter the size.

To view a complete list of  
which ViewSonic displays  
can be combined with our 
solutions, scan the QR code.

https://www.viewsonic.com/us/trs10-ub.html
https://www.viewsonic.com/us/mpc310-w31-tu.html
https://www.viewsonic.com/us/mrc1010-tn.html
https://www.viewsonic.com/us/umb202-microsoft-teams-rooms-certified-3-in-1-4k-uhd-conferencing-camera.html
https://www.viewsonic.com/us/trs10.html
https://www.viewsonic.com/us/mpc310-w31-tu.html
https://www.viewsonic.com/us/umb202-microsoft-teams-rooms-certified-3-in-1-4k-uhd-conferencing-camera.html
https://www.viewsonic.com/us/mrc1010-tn.html
https://vsfinch.es/3wWQIhs
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Immersive Presentations  
on a Colossal 21:9 Screen
ViewBoard 105S Interactive Display

With a huge 105” touchscreen and 21:9 aspect ratio, the 
ViewSonic® ViewBoard® IFP105S interactive display delivers 
a nearly infinite canvas optimized for team communication 
and productivity in larger conference rooms.

Whether you are trying to maximize the power of  
Microsoft Teams Room Front Row for a more inclusive 
meeting, or leveraging the extra screen real estate for 
added collaboration, the IFP105S delivers.

Advanced Touchscreen Performance 
ViewBoard IFP62 Interactive Displays

Taking notes, capturing ideas and sharing concepts  
during team huddles or brainstorming sessions can be 
difficult without the proper tools. With the ViewBoard 
IFP62 series of interactive displays, collaboration becomes 
seamless and intuitive thanks to responsive and accurate 
PCAP touchscreens that deliver an incredibly smooth 
writing experience.

Big-Screen Presentations for  
Training Rooms and Auditoriums
Direct View LED Displays

Seeing is believing with ViewSonic’s innovative all-in-one 
Direct View LED displays. With huge 135” screen sizes, 
these bright displays make a sizable impression in any 
corporate lobby, training room or auditorium, boasting 
seamless and stunning video wall images.

Combine these big-screen displays with our Microsoft 
Teams Rooms solutions, and enjoy crystal-clear 
communication between those in the meeting  
room and remote attendees.

Bright and Versatile  
for any Meeting Space
Projection Solutions

ViewSonic projection solutions are designed to be  
flexible for a variety of meeting space environments. 

Featuring the latest laser phosphor technology, our 
LS740HD and LS740W projectors deliver 5,000 ANSI 
lumens of brightness to ensure crisp images even in 
rooms with ambient lighting. For a more cost-effective 
solution, our PA504W projector delivers 4,000 ANSI 
lumens of brightness.

Secure  
Collaboration
ViewBoard IFPG1  
Interactive Displays

Without an integrated operating 
system, ViewBoard® IFPG1 
interactive displays as a secure 
communications solution that enhances 
security standards while reducing cyber 
vulnerabilities and potential attack vectors.

Available in sizes ranging from 55” – 86”, 
ViewBoard IFPG1 interactive displays are a flexible, 
future-proof presentation solution designed to help 
enterprise organizations enjoy streamlined collaboration 
for years to come. Plus, any of these displays can be easily 
combined with our Microsoft Teams Rooms bundled solutions.

Easy Content Sharing
CDE30 Series Digital Displays

For organizations in need of the same plug-and-play capabilities of our IFPG1 series, but do not require 
interactive touch capabilities, our CDE30 series of digital displays are what you need.

With 4K resolution, high brightness and 25% high haze anti-glare glass treatment, these displays deliver 
bright, clear and sharp images in any indoor environment. Plus, 24/7 operation and a durable design 
delivers peace of mind for long-term usage in any enterprise environment. 

We’ve got a CDE30 for every meeting room. From 43-inch models ideal for huddle spaces and to 98-
inch screens that command any large boardroom, any of our CDE30 displays can be combined with our 
Microsoft Teams Rooms bundled solutions and provide a perfect fit for your team.
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https://www.viewsonic.com/us/ifp105s.html
https://www.viewsonic.com/us/ifp62-series
https://www.viewsonic.com/us/led-displays
https://www.viewsonic.com/us/products/shop/projectors/conference-room-projectors
https://www.viewsonic.com/us/ifpg1-series
https://www.viewsonic.com/us/ifpg1-series
https://www.viewsonic.com/us/cde30-series
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viewsonic.com • (888) 881-8781

salesinfo@viewsonic.com

Connect With Us
twitter.com/viewsonic
facebook.com/viewsoniccorp

For more information contact your ViewSonic representative today.
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